Customised Designs

Two separate designs in one single sheet
Design No 6010 & 9004
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Refer Page No. 38 & 47

Design No 8026
Refer Page No 45

Design No 6002
Refer Page No 37

Design No 8024
Refer Page No 44

8’ x 4’ Sheet design enlarged to 8’x 8’ Size
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Uro Veneer World headed by Mr. Manish Gala was the first venture by the group. Its ambition was to give
Karnatatka taste of world class luxury. The global markets possessed some exquisite timber, which we have
sourced it to our store. Thus we hold a collection on some of the finest products avaialble from around the
world. We have over 300 species & 800 variants of veneer on display. We assur e products that are best and
most uniquein the country.
This division displays a myriad of options containing trendy Laminate designs, Decorative Panel Designs,
Plywood and Designer MDF Sheets. W e bring to our architects and customers a vivid range of products by
appealing to their luxurious taste in design. Lamination on plywood adds to its beauty by ensuring an ever
lasting impression. The product is highly versatile as it allows diverse possibilities in usage, thereby giving
shape to your creativity. They are easy to maintain and hence suit the Indian lifestyle and its durability is
unquestionable. They are available in variety of colour, textures and finishes. This makes it a very dynamic
material to achieve extra ordinary finishing of interiors to reflect the desired decor at heart.
Corriano is the next big thing in the interior decor solution. Ahead of its time & a future to reckon with in the
business of something we are used to knowing i.e. Laminates. It is easiest to install yet the most stunning to
look at. The seamless bends curve the edges with out cutting any corners. Corriano gives you the opportunity
to help you discover the magic of zero maintenance and complete water, termite resistant, pre- finished highgloss embossed wall panels.
The division also deals in MDF Sheets which are divided into decorative MDF which is composed of fine
quality medium density fiber and are crafted in various patterns. The variety in designs help you create your
dream designs with ease. Decorative MDF come in various grill and non-grill patterns, hence are very
versatile in its utility.
Fores Colour are Premium Organic dyes to ensure longevity of a product for lifetime. it’s a colour that is both
robust and eco- friendly and the application is suitable for offices, public facility and living spaces with high
humiditylike bathroom and kitchen areas.
Emporia is a wonderful collection of embossed MDF panel with veneer & finishing foils at disposal. It shows
various patterns on its surface & has the perfect 7 kinds of surface finishing options to choose from. It is made
of eco- friendly materials and has a very high scratch resistanc e quality after pressing finish foil laminated
MDF panels with pressur e and temperature. We hereby introduce designs worth exploring in the collective
range for customers to experience their needs for interior designing.
The division also deals in Canfor Sheets which are primarily used for wall paneling. These sheets are
composed from highdensity fiber and are available in various natural designs such as brick & stone patterns.

Pre- finished Interior Wall Panels give ample depth and class to mundane walls. They are environmentally
beautiful and durable unique decor as compared to other current solutions. Embossed designs on stable
panel are designed to withstand and compliment natural environment with an un-compromised surface
integrity. With metallic paint finish on the surface, It is simply like a piece of art. Decoris recreates the
aesthetics of wall interior like never before.
Decolite is the ingenious innovation and charm represented in the form of glamorous panel collections. It
has shaped the horizon of modern architecture & design by forming the backdrop of everyday lifestyle. It
possesses much needed features like being water, termite & weather resistant with zero maintenance.
Theme enhancers are free from deformation, wrapping or decay even in humid conditions, thereby
maintainingits first appearance for a very long time.
Stylite is a new, luxurious wall covering collection of high-end faux leather tiles. The collection has been
specifically created & developed to produce artisitic elements for commercial and residential surfaces. The
Physical fleibility of the product makes it easily adatable to a variety of interior themes. These are high
performance products that provide numerous colour choices, textures and size combinations to create
infinite styles for any taste
Matrix Wall is work of art, excellence & alluring exuberance to your interiors. The unique designs with depth
perception create a mesmerizing impression instantly. Panels in different shapes, Colours, patterns and
textures make you spoilt for choice. Experience the extraganza of variant designs in different sizes with
thickness range of 32mm - 55mm. Panels offer 100% water resistanance and excellent noise absorption.
Direct applicationon wall helps you savetime.
In Uro Veneer World, we cater to all furniture needs and decorative designingmaterial for furniture and walls.
Thus, we bring to our architects and customers a variety of unique opportunities to use the products in
portraying their luxurious side.
It’s simple, you make a selection today and the product is delivered next morning.
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